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FIGHTERS DESTROY SNEAK RAIDER

A Dornier 217 which flew so close to the water that its two

engines left a wake like a ship, was destroyed after a short chase

today "by two members of a New Zealand squadron of Fighter Command,

This squadron has shot down five sneak raiders operating against Britain

in less than a week.

A Flying-Officer and a Flight-Sergeant were flying at 700 feet when

they saw the Dornier several miles away, "We soon caught it up”, said

the Plying Officer, "and set the enemy’s starboard engine on fire and

then its port engine, and soon the port wing was in flames, A moment

later the Domier crashed into the sea,"

During the day, Fighter Command aircraft carried out offensive

operations against enemy communications in occupied country.

In a low level attack in Holland, four fighters sank three tugs in

a canal, damaged two others and a barge, gunned a railway shed with goods

engines on it, and then shot up four coastal gun posts.

"Our first target was a coastal battery," said the leader, a Rhodesian,
"it was at the foot of the cliffs and one of our pilots had to pull up

sharply to avoid hitting the top of the cliff. Then we saw the tugs and

opened up at them as we flew on inland. Our shooting must have been all

right for when we came back over the spot, after shooting up the railway

sheds, all we could see of three of the tugs was their funnels and deck

houses just sticking out of the water,"

Among the fighters out today were Whirlwinds, which dropped bombs

on a goods train and then shot up the engine with cannon fire.

Another pilot who attacked a train cane out of cloud and saw a

Ju.88 some distance away. He chased it and hit it, and says "if he got

home safe after what I gave him, he’s a lucky hun,”


